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Resumen

Borges is unquestionably the most photographed Argentine author. As someone who assumed something of an international celebrity status before he was widely accepted in his native country, the photographic images of Borges, which outside Argentina quickly went from newsprint to book jackets to gallery walls, were less the consequence in Argentina of any canonical role in national letters than they were the attention of local artists to their acquaintances and associates in rather closed circles.
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Citas


Elizabeth Borges Photography is a wedding photography company located in McKinleyville, California who specializes in creating art that her clients can pass down for generations. With a love of all things romantic, elegant, classic and real, Elizabeth loves capturing raw moments between a couple in love. Services Offered In addition to providing digital files for her clients, Elizabeth Borges Photography offers a number of services to ensure that the images she is capturing throughout the day are breathtaking. Phil Borges – Filmmaker and photographer. Good evening. One of the things I love about visiting indigenous cultures is it lets me step back in time and see how we all lived centuries ago. And in doing that, I’ve noticed so many things — things that we’ve gained, and things that we’ve lost. And one of the things I’ve really noticed is the fact that our relationships are much different. And first of all, our relationships to the land. Ephcto Ernesto Borges Photography, Los Angeles, California. 3K likes. www.ephcto.com. See more of Ephcto Ernesto Borges Photography on Facebook. Log In or Create New Account. See more of Ephcto Ernesto Borges Photography on Facebook. Log In. Forgot account?